Molecular optoelectronics: the interaction of molecular conduction junctions with light
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The interaction of light with molecular conduction junctions is attracting growing interest as a challenging experimental and theoretical problem on one hand, and because of its potential application as a characterization and control tool on the other. It stands at the interface between two important fields, molecular electronics and molecular plasmonics and has attracted attention as a challenging scientific problem with potentially important technological consequences. Here we review the present state of the art of this field, focusing on several key phenomena and applications: using light as a switching device, using light to control junction transport in the adiabatic and non-adiabatic regimes, light generation in biased junctions and Raman scattering from such systems. This field has seen remarkable progress in the past decade, and the growing availability of scanning tip configurations that can combine optical and electrical probes suggests that further progress towards the goal of realizing molecular optoelectronics on the nanoscale is imminent.

1. Introduction

The interaction of molecular conduction junctions with light has long been perceived as an obviously needed development in this field, for several important reasons. First, characterization is a standing issue in the field, where much relies on properties of molecular species bridging between metal or semiconductor leads but little is known about the structure (or structures) involved in the conduction process to the extent that sometimes even the existence of a molecular bridge between the leads is uncertain. Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy, from which information about junction structures is obtained from their vibrational fingerprints, is arguably the most important characterization tool used today. Raman spectroscopy would provide equivalent information, with the added benefit of incoming and outgoing frequencies resolution. Other linear
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and non-linear optical spectroscopies would in principle be similarly useful.

Second, light is potentially a control tool that can affect the junction conduction properties by inducing photophysical or photochemical processes that change the junction electronic structure and/or conformation. This can replace the more common practice of control by a gate potential, whose efficiency is much reduced in systems of nano-dimensions, while having the obvious advantages of speed and selectivity.

Third, typical junctions comprise dielectric structures (metal and/or semiconductor leads) whose dimensions are characteristic of systems that sustain localized surface plasmons—collective electronic oscillations that couple efficiently with the radiation field, and can give rise to strong focusing (implying strong intensity enhancement) and sub-wavelength resolution of electromagnetic effects. Indeed, the study of molecular junctions interacting with the radiation field lies at the juncture of two subjects that have attracted considerable attention and much experimental and theoretical effort in the past two decades: molecular electronics and molecular plasmonics.

From the theoretical perspective, understanding observations associated with the mutual interaction between molecular conduction junctions and the radiation field is a challenging endeavor. On one hand, the need to describe the optical response of a junction structure constitutes a complex problem in nano-plasmonics. On the other, the molecular response to the local radiation field, while seemingly a standard problem in linear or non-linear spectroscopy, now has the extra dimension stemming from the fact that the molecular system is open to electrons and, moreover, is in contact with electron reservoirs characterized by different electronic chemical potentials. The molecular subsystem is consequently in a non-equilibrium state that results from two different driving processes—an electron flux induced by an external potential bias and a photon flux associated with an incident radiation field. With a variation on the theme, one of these fluxes, rather than being externally induced, appears as a response to the other. Thus, we can encounter phenomena where light appears in response to electrical driving (bias potential) or, conversely, electronic current appears in response to optical driving. This multitude of inter-related phenomena creates a rich, and in many aspects still open, field of study.

From the experimental and technical viewpoint this problem is no less challenging. While the above advantages of using light as a characterization and control tool in molecular electronics are obvious, application of light in molecular junctions focuses mostly on their observed electrical conduction properties by inducing photophysical or photochemical processes that change the junction electronic structure and/or conformation. This can replace the more common practice of control by a gate potential, whose efficiency is much reduced in systems of nano-dimensions, while having the obvious advantages of speed and selectivity.

The term “optoelectronics” is often used to discuss the study and development of electronic devices that can control, or can be controlled by, the electromagnetic field. As in the context of molecular conduction junctions we are addressing a variety of phenomena, ranging from junction spectroscopy, where the junction response to incident light as a tool for its characterization is the main objective, to control—where light is used to affect the junction functionality, such as switching of or charge pumping by a molecular electronic device and to the opposite situation where a biased molecular conduction junction is acting as a light source. It should be pointed out that many of the phenomena discussed below have analogs in macroscopic and mesoscopic devices: photoconductivity and light emitting diodes are long studied subjects. Studying these phenomena in nanosystems, sometimes in single-molecule junctions, often reveals new physical origins of the observed behaviors. Tunneling induced light emission, tunneling promotion by light and Raman scattering from tunneling junctions are important examples.

Observations of light assisted electron tunneling go back half a century, when Dayem and Martin1 reported multiphoton promotion by light and Raman scattering from tunneling junctions, often reveals new physical origins of the observed behaviors. Tunneling induced light emission, tunneling promotion by light and Raman scattering from tunneling junctions are important examples.

From the theoretical perspective, understanding observations associated with the mutual interaction between molecular conduction junctions and the radiation field is a challenging endeavor. On one hand, the need to describe the optical response of a junction structure constitutes a complex problem in nano-plasmonics. On the other, the molecular response to the local radiation field, while seemingly a standard problem in linear or non-linear spectroscopy, now has the extra dimension stemming from the fact that the molecular system is open to electrons and, moreover, is in contact with electron reservoirs characterized by different electronic chemical potentials. The molecular subsystem is consequently in a non-equilibrium state that results from two different driving processes—an electron flux induced by an external potential bias and a photon flux associated with an incident radiation field. With a variation on the theme, one of these fluxes, rather than being externally induced, appears as a response to the other. Thus, we can encounter phenomena where light appears in response to electrical driving (bias potential) or, conversely, electronic current appears in response to optical driving. This multitude of inter-related phenomena creates a rich, and in many aspects still open, field of study.

From the experimental and technical viewpoint this problem is no less challenging. While the above advantages of using light as a characterization and control tool in molecular electronics are obvious, application of light in molecular junctions focuses mostly on their observed electrical conduction properties by inducing photophysical or photochemical processes that change the junction electronic structure and/or conformation. This can replace the more common practice of control by a gate potential, whose efficiency is much reduced in systems of nano-dimensions, while having the obvious advantages of speed and selectivity.

The term “optoelectronics” is often used to discuss the study and development of electronic devices that can control, or can be controlled by, the electromagnetic field. As in the context of molecular conduction junctions we are addressing a variety of phenomena, ranging from junction spectroscopy, where the junction response to incident light as a tool for its
properties. However, the incident field in these works is the local field associated with the junction geometry and possibly with plasmon excitation. Indeed, in some cases surface enhancement is instrumental in obtaining a meaningful detectable signal.25–27 In others, excitation of surface plasmons (surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy) can be used to probe structure of a molecular bridging layer through its dielectric response behavior.28

In what follows we provide a brief overview of the several ways by which such electromagnetic fields affect transport in molecular junctions. A perceptive reader will easily realize that, while a large body of experimental work already covers several key observations, theoretical studies have exceeded experiments in many of the aspects discussed. This partly reflects the difficulties in reproducing observable phenomena of molecular optoelectronic phenomena in nanosize systems as mentioned above and, perhaps, also the fact that studies of molecular electronic transport and ultrafast spectroscopy are rarely found in one laboratory. Progress is being made on both these fronts in several laboratories, and in view of the great advantages offered by monitoring and controlling molecular conduction junctions with light, we expect this field to progress rapidly.

2. Switching

Using light to effect switching between differently conducting states of a molecular bridge is an obvious application of the combination of light and molecular conduction junctions. Conceptually the simplest idea is to effect switching by photo-induced isomerization. It is experimentally29–31 and theoretically31–34 established that molecular conduction properties can be highly sensitive to molecular conformations, for example the twist angle between benzene rings of biphenyl30,31,33,34 that controls the overlap between electronic wavefunctions associated with different molecular segments. In the context of optical control of molecular junctions this was pioneered in 2003 by Dulic et al.,35 who demonstrated one way switching, while results by He et al.36 demonstrated reversible switching, both using photochromic dithienylethene-type molecules thiol-bonded onto gold electrodes. Using UV and visible light it is possible to switch between open and closed molecular configurations (see Fig. 1). The resistance of the open form was found to be two orders of magnitude higher than that of the closed form. Later studies have demonstrated reversible switching in different molecular systems, e.g., azobenzenes,37–40 and diarylenes.41–43 Theoretical calculations44–49 were put forward to rationalize these findings and to suggest other, conceptually related, switching mechanisms.50 It should be pointed out, however, that a most interesting theoretical problem remains open – the nature of the barrier between the two stable states associated with the switching mechanism and the dynamics of the associated barrier crossing process in the non-equilibrium, current carrying junction.51

An explicit change of the molecular nuclear configuration is not the only way to achieve switching. Voltage induced switching is often associated with a change in the redox state, more generally the electronic structure of the bridging molecule. This is often the case in voltage induced switching of redox molecular junctions,53 and can be induced photochemically as well.54–59

On the theoretical side, Wang and May60,61 have addressed the problem of electronic switching by considering the dynamics of electronic transitions in the molecule and in the metal electrodes, in conjunction with the conduction properties of the molecular bridge in its ground and excited states, taking into account electronic–vibrational coupling and vibrational heating.

It should be noted that in many cases there is no fundamental difference between switching by photochemical conformation change and switching by affecting the electronic structure. The reason is that also in the latter case local stability is associated with accommodation of the electronic structures involved in nuclear reorganization54,62,63 that can be substantial when the electronic states involved correspond to different molecular redox states. The dynamics of the switching process is again associated with the nuclear motion, similar to a photoinduced Marcus-type electron transfer, except that here again we need to consider such processes in electronic non-equilibrium.

Finally we note that switching by light is amenable to different implementation scenarios using different radiation wavelengths55 and/or coherent control with appropriately shaped optical pulses.64 For example, Thanopulos and coworkers65,66 have proposed a porphyrin-based molecular junction that can be switched to conduct in either one of two perpendicular directions by suitably chosen optical pulse. Molecular routers have been proposed also in theoretical works by the Hänggi group67,68 and by Peskin and Galperin.69

3. Effect of electromagnetic fields on junction transport

Interest in the way external radiation can affect junction transport goes back to the middle of the previous century, with the observation1 and theoretical discussion2 of the effect of microwave radiation on the conduction properties of
tunneling junctions. The use of microwaves\textsuperscript{70–73} explores the adiabatic limit in which the EM field affects level oscillations but not population transfer.\textsuperscript{74} Moreover, in this wavelength regime the effect of the field is limited to the gap between the metal electrodes, making it possible to describe the process as tunneling through a time dependent barrier. This is a problem of fundamental interest with many ramifications, exemplified by its use as a route to estimating tunneling traversal times\textsuperscript{75} that is the time spent by electron in the classically forbidden region. More recently, visible radiation has been often used to affect electron transmission in various configurations,\textsuperscript{55,77–82} sometimes taking advantage of tip enhanced field effects.\textsuperscript{77,78} Inducing optical processes in scanning tunneling microscope configurations makes it possible to perform spectroscopy with an atomic scale resolution. For example, atomic resolution on a fast timescale has been achieved using a cross-polarized double-beat method where two light pulse trains are mixed by surface plasmon excitation.\textsuperscript{83} Thus, light can be used both as a way to control junction transport and for observing molecular processes with atomic scale resolution.

Theoretical treatments of such observations and related works aimed to evaluate the influence of an external time dependent field on junction electronic transport have used a variety of methods with varying levels of sophistication. Conceptually simplest are works\textsuperscript{84–90} that address electron transmission probabilities in the framework of scattering theory extended to account for the presence of an external electromagnetic field. While qualitative insight can be obtained from such calculations, they do not account correctly for Fermi exclusion effects that are expressed in the case of inelastic transmission.\textsuperscript{91,92} Alternatively, several workers have used the master equation approach or similar kinetic descriptions of junction transport, again generalized to take into account the effect of an external time dependent field. Calculations involving time-periodic fields are facilitated by using Floquet’s theory\textsuperscript{68,101} (see references to other papers by the Hänggi group in these review articles), and a simplified description may be achieved by invoking the rotating wave approximation,\textsuperscript{60,61,102–107} but general time dependence of the external field, applicable to pulse excitations, has been addressed as well\textsuperscript{108–117} at the cost of more involved numerical work. Such an approach relies on the assumption of weak molecule–lead coupling, which may be sufficient in some situations but can miss important physical effects in others. Mathematically, a calculation of junction electronic transport to the lowest (2nd) order in the molecule–lead coupling does not account for broadening of the molecular levels due to this coupling, that is, electronic exchange between a molecule and a lead is treated as a kinetic process. The latter can be Markovian, or show non-Markovian (memory) characteristics depending on the model (wide-band or band limited) used for the lead spectral function (coupling-weighted density of states).\textsuperscript{118} However this approach fails when the level width associated with the metal–molecule coupling ($\sim V^2 \rho$, where $V$ is this coupling and $\rho$ is the density of lead electronic states) is of the order of, or larger than, other energy scales that characterize the model, for example spacing between molecular levels or between molecular electronic energy and the lead Fermi energy. In such cases the transport behavior is often dominated by mixing and interference between the broadened levels, effects that appear in higher order in the molecule–lead coupling.\textsuperscript{119}

In contrast, calculations based on the non-equilibrium Green function (NEGF) formalism\textsuperscript{123–139} can account for such effects and provide the most general approach to this problem.

Finally we note that while much of the work cited above is based on simple free electron tight-binding junction models, some recent works combine time dependent techniques, sometimes based on the NEGF formalism, in conjunction with electronic structure calculations.\textsuperscript{131–133,137,140–145} Other works have taken into account electron–phonon interactions, addressing the signature of such interactions in the electrical response of illuminated junctions.\textsuperscript{56,102–104,123,124,127,128,146,147}

Arguably more important than the methodological side of our subject is the understanding that the optical response of molecular conduction junctions is underlined by several physical processes and mechanisms. Analysis of such observations should start by addressing the issue of heating of the nuclear environment, which cannot be avoided when illuminated junctions are concerned\textsuperscript{60,77,79,81} In what follows we will assume that this issue has been settled, either by finding conditions under which heating is negligible or by subtracting its effect out, and discuss effects of illumination on transport properties of molecular conduction junctions that arise from direct interaction of the radiation field with the electronic subsystem. The considerable theoretical literature on this subject describes several mechanisms that are manifested under suitable conditions. In addition to the plasmonic effects discussed above, such mechanisms take several forms that can be broadly cataloged as adiabatic or non-adiabatic. In the former, the driving frequency is small relative to the characteristic level spacing in the system, so that light-induced mixing between such levels can be disregarded. (As already noted, this is never true for the metal itself, however, for low frequencies the radiation filed does not penetrate into the metal environment.) In non-adiabatic processes, the driving is done with frequencies large enough to effect inter-level transitions. Within the class of adiabatic effects we can further distinguish between simple processes that can be realized under any kind of illumination, and control processes where a desired performance is achieved by suitable engineering of the external modulation. In the group of non-adiabatic processes we may distinguish between those dominated by electronic excitation of the molecular bridge and those associated with electronic excitations in the metal leads, and we may further consider non-adiabatic control. Of course, some of the processes described below may coexist, and sometimes interfere, see e.g. ref. 86. Some of the most commonly discussed mechanisms are outlined below.

3A. Adiabatic processes

In the low frequency limit, electronic excitations may be disregarded (we emphasize again that for a molecule interacting with the continuous spectrum of metal electrons this is never exactly correct) and the effect of an external time dependent perturbation enters through modulation of the electronic energies. Such processes take place under microwave radiation but could be equivalently realized by mechanical perturbation, e.g., acoustic waves.\textsuperscript{148,149}
Adiabatic photo-assisted tunneling. The basic mechanism of this effect has been described by Tien and Gordon.\(^7\) The Hamiltonian is given by \(\hat{H}_0 \rightarrow \hat{H} = \hat{H}_0 + eW\cos \omega t\), and in the adiabatic limit an eigenstate of \(\hat{H}_0\) becomes \(\Psi_0(r, t) = \psi(r)e^{-i(E_0t)/\hbar} \rightarrow \Psi(r, t) = \psi(r)e^{[-(i/\hbar)(Et + \int_0^{E_0} eW\cos (\omega t')dt')] + \psi(r)e^{-i(E_0t)/\hbar}}\)

\[
\sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} J_n(x)e^{-inz}, \quad \text{where} \quad z = eW/\hbar, \quad J_n \text{is the} \quad n\text{-th order Bessel function of the first kind and} \quad e \text{is the electron charge.}
\]

Accordingly, the density of states available for the trans-
rectifying asymmetric junctions (for symmetric junctions \(L\) is an odd function of \(V\)). Another important characteristic of this phenomenon is the dependence of the rectified current on the square of the AC bias potential. This rectification mechanism has been observed experimentally,\(^7\) and has been recently used\(^158,159\) to estimate the local electromagnetic field intensity in the illuminated conduction junction.

Adiabatic control. Both electron pumping and suppression of electron transmission may be induced by low frequency driving of electron transport junctions. Pumping can be achieved by using two driving AC potentials of the same frequency and a suitably matched phase relationship, distorting the potential landscape at different locations in the junction.\(^160-162\) Alternatively, applying uniform AC potentials of frequencies \(\omega\) and \(2\omega\) (more generally \(n\omega\) and \(m\omega\), where \(n\) and \(m\) are integers of different parities\(^166\)) to particle(s) moving in a static anharmonic potential can result in a net DC field across the system.\(^147,163-165\) In fact, a purely harmonic bias modulation is sufficient to generate DC current in a junction with asymmetric level structure.\(^120,121\) A general discussion of such pumping effects and their relation to classical and quantum ratchets is provided in ref. 68. On the other hand, barrier modulation can lead to current suppression when conditions for coherent destruction of tunneling are satisfied, where the optical modulation effects renormalization that suppresses the tunneling matrix element between neighboring sites on the bridge.\(^68,114,115\)
3B. Non-adiabatic processes

When the density of accessible states or when the modulation frequency increases, non-adiabatic processes set in. In the context of molecular conduction junctions we consider situations where the pumping frequency is in resonance with molecular electronic transitions that promote electrons from populated molecular levels below the electrode(s) Fermi energy to unpopulated levels above it. Under bias voltage this leads to larger current by increasing carrier density in much the same way as macroscopic photocathodes, except that the ensuing transport takes place in a nanojunction and may be dominated by coherent dynamics.

At the light frequencies used in such experiments surface plasmons may be excited, emphasizing again the need to consider the local electromagnetic fields in such calculations.

Models. The main effects associated with resonance excitation of the molecular bridge component of molecular conduction junctions can be discussed in terms of simple generic models. It is important to note that in such processes, during which excited molecular states become populated, energy transfer to the metal electrodes, an efficient damping mechanism for molecular excitations at metal surfaces, should be taken into account. Furthermore, at resonance excitations electron–vibration interaction plays an important role. To account for these interactions we have used, as a minimal junction model (Fig. 2) for resonance optical effects in molecular conduction junctions, a two electronic level minimal junction model (Fig. 2) for resonance optical effects in molecular conduction junctions, a two electronic level molecular conduction junction. The molecule is represented by two manifolds of (photon) modes, respectively. Also includes additively the independent electronic, vibrational and photon degrees of freedom, while

\[
\hat{H} = \hat{H}_0 + \hat{V}^{(e-v)} + \hat{V}^{(e\rightarrow f)} + \hat{V}^{(e\rightarrow g)} + \hat{V}^{(e\rightarrow p)}
\]

where

\[
\hat{H}_0 = \sum_{m=1,2} \varepsilon_m d_m^\dagger d_m + \omega_b \hat{b}_b^\dagger \hat{b}_b + \sum_{k\in L,R} \varepsilon_k c_k^\dagger c_k + \sum_{\beta} \alpha_\beta \hat{b}_\beta^\dagger \hat{b}_\beta
\]

\[
+ \sum_{\nu} \nu_\nu d_\nu^\dagger d_\nu
\]

includes additively the independent electronic, vibrational and photon degrees of freedom, while

\[
\hat{V}^{(e\rightarrow v)} = \sum_{m=1,2} V_m^{(e\rightarrow v)} \hat{Q}_m^v \hat{d}_m^\dagger \hat{d}_m
\]

\[
\hat{V}^{(e\rightarrow g)} = \sum_{\beta} U_\beta^{(e\rightarrow g)} \hat{Q}_\beta
\]

\[
\hat{V}^{(e\rightarrow p)} = \sum_{k_1 \neq k_2} \left( V_{k_1 k_2}^{(e\rightarrow p)} \hat{d}_{k_1}^\dagger \hat{d}_{k_2} + V_{k_2 k_1}^{(e\rightarrow p)} \hat{d}_{k_2}^\dagger \hat{d}_{k_1} \right)
\]

\[
\hat{V}_M^{(e\rightarrow p)} = \sum_{\nu} \left( U_\nu^{(e\rightarrow p)} \hat{d}_\nu^\dagger \hat{d}_\nu + U_\nu^{(e\rightarrow p)} \hat{d}_\nu^\dagger \hat{d}_\nu \right)
\]

describe interactions between them. Here (et) denotes the coupling associated with electron transfer between molecule and leads, (e–v) denotes the interaction between the tunneling electron and the molecular vibration, (v–b) is the coupling between the molecular vibration and the (harmonic) thermal bath, (e–h) stands for energy transfer interaction between the molecular excitation and electron–hole excitations in the leads and (e–p) denotes the coupling of such molecular excitation to the radiation field. \( \hat{d}_m^\dagger (\hat{d}_m) \) and \( \hat{c}_k^\dagger (\hat{c}_k) \) create (annihilate) an electron in the molecular state \( m \) and in the lead state \( k \) of energies \( \varepsilon_m \) and \( \varepsilon_k \), respectively. \( \hat{b}_\beta^\dagger (\hat{b}_\beta) \) and \( \hat{b}_\beta^\dagger (\hat{b}_\beta) \) create (annihilate) vibrational quanta in the molecular mode \( \nu \) and the thermal bath mode, \( \beta \), respectively. \( \omega_b \) and \( \nu \) denote frequencies of phonon modes and of the radiation field (photon) modes, respectively. Also

\[
\hat{Q}_\nu = \hat{b}_\nu^\dagger + \hat{b}_\nu \quad j = \nu, \beta
\]

are displacement operators for the molecular (\( \nu \)) and thermal bath (\( \beta \)) vibrations, respectively, and

\[
\hat{D} = \hat{d}_1^\dagger \hat{d}_2; \quad \hat{D}^\dagger = \hat{d}_2^\dagger \hat{d}_1
\]

sometimes referred to as molecular polarization operators, are annihilation and creation operators for the molecular excitation. Finally, \( \hat{a}_\nu^\dagger (\hat{a}_\nu) \) stands for creation (annihilation) operators of the radiation field quanta while \( i \) and \( f \) in eqn (8) correspond to the incident (pumping) radiation field mode and to the outgoing modes, respectively. Note that the molecule–radiation field coupling, eqn (9e), is written in the rotating form (from here onwards we use \( \hbar = 1 \) unless an explicit note of the Planck constant is needed for clarity).
wave approximation (RWA), limiting this description to the case of weak near resonant incident field.

In this model, non-equilibrium boundary conditions are effected through suitable assumptions about the states of external environments. The left (L) and right (R) metal leads are assumed to be in their own thermal equilibria characterized by the ambient temperature $T$ and the electronic chemical potentials $\mu_L$ and $\mu_R$ whose difference $\mu_L - \mu_R = e\Phi$ corresponds to the bias potential $\Phi$. The external thermal bath is represented by the boson modes $b$ that are assumed to be at the ambient temperature. The radiation field is another boson environment which, in the application considered below, is taken to comprise one mode populated by 1 photon (the pumping mode) with all other modes unpopulated. For the linear optical processes discussed below this yields the photon flux per incident photon.

An important technical step, often applied in analysis of molecular vibronic spectra, is the use of canonical (small polaron or Lang–Firsov) transformation\(^{176–178}\) to eliminate electron–molecular vibration coupling (for detailed discussion see ref. 179), leading to a transformed Hamiltonian of the form

$$H_{\text{trans}} = H_{\text{electronic}} + H_{\text{vibronic}} + H_{\text{coupling}}$$

In this case it is more convenient to treat the incident pulse classically, while maintaining the quantum description for the electron–molecular vibration coupling (for detailed discussion see ref. 179), leading to a transformed Hamiltonian of the form

$$H_{\text{trans}} = H_{\text{electronic}} + H_{\text{vibronic}} + H_{\text{coupling}}$$

where the right-hand side is the Hamiltonian of the system in the intermediate coupling approximation, and $H_{\text{coupling}}$ is the electron–molecular vibration coupling term.

The model (7)–(9) is useful for describing steady state system–incident pulse interaction, so it can be used to study the junction response to off-resonance strong incident pulses. Also below we discuss the use of a chirped incident pulse where $\Phi(t) = (1/2)\phi t^2$ represents a pulse whose carrier frequency changes linearly with time at the rate $\phi$.

In the evaluation of physical observables using the model Hamiltonian (7)–(9), the Hamiltonian coupling parameters are translated to physical rates and energy shifts. Of particular relevance are the rates of electron transfer from molecular levels $m = 1, 2$ to the electrodes $K = L, R$,

$$\Gamma_{km} = 2\pi \sum_{\epsilon_k} \left| V_{km}^{(\epsilon)} \right|^2 \delta(\epsilon_m - \epsilon_k) = 2\pi \left| V_{km}^{(\epsilon)} \right|^2 \rho_K$$

where $\rho_K$ is the density of states in the manifold of single electron states of the electrode $K$ and the average is over all states of the indicated energy, and the rate of energy transfer from the excited molecule to electron–holes excitations in the metals is given by

$$B_K(e_2, \mu_K) = \int \frac{d\epsilon}{2\pi} C_K(e, e_2) f_K(e)[1 - f_K(e + e_2)] = \frac{d\epsilon}{2\pi} C_K(e, e_2) f_K(e)[1 - f_K(e + e_2)]$$

and $f_K(e)$ is the Fermi function of the lead $K$, $\mu_K$ is the corresponding electrochemical potential and $e_2 = e_1 + e_1$ is the molecular energy gap. Other important parameters are the radiative decay, $\gamma_P$, and, when electron–vibration coupling is considered, the thermal relaxation rate, $\gamma_v = 2\pi \sum_{\beta} \left| U_{\beta}^{(v-\gamma)} \right|^2 \delta(\epsilon_\gamma - \epsilon_\beta)$.

Absorption and light induced current. Using the model (9), the response of the system to weak, near resonance incident electromagnetic field can be evaluated by considering the ensuing electronic currents that can be calculated using the Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism. The steady state flux associated with a particular process $B$ is obtained from the system Green’s functions and the associated self-energies by\(^{181}\)

$$I_B = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{dE}{2\pi} \text{Tr} \left[ \Sigma_{\gamma g}^< (E) G^> (E) - \Sigma_{\gamma g}^> (E) G^< (E) \right]$$

where $G^< (E)$ and $G^> (E)$ are the lesser and greater projections of the single-electron Green function that characterize, respectively, the electron and hole populations in the nonequilibrium molecular system, while $\Sigma_{\gamma g}^< (E)$ and $\Sigma_{\gamma g}^> (E)$ are the lesser and greater projections of the electron self-energies,
characterizing the in- and out-scattering of electrons into states at energy $E$ caused by the process $B$.

Eqn (21) gives the net current as the difference between in- and out-scattering fluxes, and the trace indicates a sum over all contributions to the corresponding fluxes. It should be properly adapted for use in particular applications. For example, the absorption flux can be obtained as the flux from level 1 to level 2 (see Fig. 2), given by \(^\text{182,183}\)

$$I_{\text{abs}}(\nu_1) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{dE}{2\pi} \left[ \Sigma^{(p)}_{1 \to 2} (E) G_{22}^{-1} (E) - \Sigma^{(p)}_{1 \to 2} (E) G_{22}^{-1} (E) \right]$$

$$= - \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{dE}{2\pi} \left[ \Sigma^{(p)}_{1 \to 1} (E) G_{11}^{-1} (E) - \Sigma^{(p)}_{1 \to 1} (E) G_{11}^{-1} (E) \right]$$

(22)

where $\Sigma^{(p)}$ is the self-energy associated with the incident mode part of the interaction (9e) (eqn (29) of ref. 136) and where the signs correspond to flux direction from molecular state 1 to molecular state 2 (in fact, this is a calculation of the flux from the state 1-with-one-photon to that of state 2-without-photons). The resulting absorption profile for a purely 2 level molecule (no vibrations and no electron–phonon coupling) is shown in Fig. 3. \(^\text{135,136}\) In the unbiased junction and at low bias, when both chemical potentials are within the HOMO–LUMO gap of the molecule, the absorption spectrum is a Lorentzian characterized by the width associated with the molecule–metal coupling. In the present idealized model this width is given by $
abla = \sum_{K=L,R} \sum_{n=1,2} \nabla_{Kn}$ where $\nabla_{Kn}$ is given by eqn (18). In reality, other dissipation processes may contribute to this width, however the metal induced damping is often dominant. The deviation from Lorentzian shape seen at higher biases reflects the partial populations formed in the molecular HOMO and LUMO due to electron transfer to/from the leads.

It should be emphasized that this calculation does not consider an additional voltage dependent effect: the Stark shift associated with the electric field in the biased cavity. Note also that such a lineshape is not readily observable, although, in principle, it could be monitored indirectly by its effect on the junction transport behavior. \(^\text{184}\)

To calculate the effect of illumination on the junction current, eqn (21) is employed again, now with the process $B$ identified with molecule–lead electron transfer. Formally, the resulting expression is the same as the standard expression for the current given by the Meir and Wingreen extension of the Landauer formula, \(^\text{185}\) except that the molecular Green functions should be calculated in the presence of the interaction (9e). Of particular interest is the possibility to induce photocurrent in the unbiased junction. Intuitively, this can be expected in junctions where the molecular HOMO is coupled more strongly to one electrode while the LUMO is coupled more strongly to the other. In ref. 135 and 136 we have suggested that this may be achieved with molecular bridges that show a strong charge transfer transition in the direction that connects the two leads. Such charge-transfer properties can lead to the desired asymmetric coupling behaviour of the bridge, and provide an internal driving force in the illuminated junction that would result in photovoltage in the corresponding open circuit and should lead to current in the connected junction. Fig. 4 shows the current computed from the model (7)–(9) (without vibrations) under such conditions. The photocurrent peaks at the resonance frequency, $\nu_1 = \nu_{21}$, and the width is determined by the molecule–leads coupling.

To end this discussion, we note that while the enhancement of current under illumination is easily appreciated, light can also lead to current suppression under certain bias and coupling conditions. Such an example was recently demonstrated in ref. 138.

**Non-adiabatic control.** Coherent optical control in many level systems has been explored in different contexts. \(^\text{186}\) Tailoring a pulse structure as a way to optimize its effect on the performance of molecular conduction junctions has been studied by Kleinekathöfer and coworkers, \(^\text{112}\) within a master equation methodology. A similar methodology was used by Fainberg et al., \(^\text{116}\) who using the semiclassical analog of the model (7)–(9) (with eqn (9e) replaced by (17)) have generalized the work in ref. 135 and 136 to the case of strong incident light pulse and, furthermore, examined the effect of using a chirped pulse to enhance the light induced current effect by the adiabatic rapid passage mechanism. \(^\text{187,188}\) The effect of pulse chirping in this case is to induce crossing as a function of time of the energies that correspond to the excited state and to the photon-dressed ground state. In this case, transition between the two states is affected with probability 1 in the adiabatic limit of the corresponding Landau–Zener process. This work, valid only for weak molecule–metal coupling, was extended by Fainberg et al. \(^\text{139}\) in two ways. First, using the time dependent

![Fig. 3](https://example.com/fig3.png)

*Fig. 3* (From ref. 136) Absorption spectrum in a junction for several bias potentials $\Phi$. The chosen model parameters correspond to the electron and energy transfer rates $\Gamma_{L,1} = \Gamma_{R,1} = 0.01 \text{ eV}$, $\Gamma_{L,2} = \Gamma_{R,2} = 0.2 \text{ eV}$, $B_L = B_R = 0.1 \text{ eV}$ and a molecular radiative decay rate $\gamma_p = 10^{-6} \text{ eV}$. The molecular energy gap is $\varepsilon_{21} = 2 \text{ eV}$.  

![Fig. 4](https://example.com/fig4.png)

*Fig. 4* (From ref. 136) Photocurrent in a light-driven junction plotted against the driving frequency for the junction parameters $\Gamma_{L,1} = \Gamma_{R,1} = 0.2 \text{ eV}$; $\Gamma_{L,2} = 0.02 \text{ eV}$; and $\Gamma_{R,2} = 0.3 \text{ eV}$. Other parameters are as in Fig. 3.
NEGF formalism of ref. 125, the full effect of hybridization of the molecular and metal electronic levels could be considered. Second, the time dependent local field, that reflects the instantaneous plasmonic response of the junction structure to the incident chirped pulse, was taken explicitly into account by solving the time dependent Maxwell equations using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) approach. The results of this calculation, for a particular given junction shape, are shown in Fig. 5. A considerable effect of the chirp is seen. The slight asymmetry between positive and negative chirps reflects the frequency dependent plasmonic response of the metal structure.

Another control mechanism, studied by several workers, explores the dynamics of Rabi oscillations in the illuminated bridging system. In its simplest conceptual form that can be demonstrated by the two state junction model (Fig. 2 without the vibrational substructure), improving performance by Rabi dynamics is conceptually similar to using a π pulse to optimize population transfer from ground to exited state in the isolated bridge. Such processes have been studied at different levels of theory: an early treatment using scattering theory is described in ref. 192. A more recent treatment is based on the master equation approach. Ref. 126 is based on the time dependent NEGF formalism of ref. 125. An experimental observation of this phenomenon is described in ref. 193.

More complex schemes, where Rabi oscillations generated on one 2-level bridge site control the effective coupling to another were described in ref. 69 and 194 (see ref. 190 for the corresponding treatment of the isolated bridge). Such schemes can be used not only to optimize charge pumping, but also, when several pathways are involved, to effect coherent controlled switching between them.

Electronic excitation of the leads. While most of the theoretical treatments reviewed above focus on optical excitation of the molecular bridge, it is clear that optical excitation of the leads cannot be realistically disregarded. The effect of illumination on the current observed between a metal tip and a semiconductor surface is most readily interpreted by generation of optically excited electrons and holes (see ref. 11 and references therein). Observations of light induced current in STM junctions involving absorbed molecules have been interpreted in a similar way. To generalize the models (7)–(9) and (17) to include such effects, two additional interaction terms should be included: in addition to excitation of electron-hole pairs in the metals, light may also induce electron transfer between molecule and metals. Formally, such interaction terms take the forms

\[
\vec{I}_{\text{CT}}^ {\text{e-p}} = \sum_{\alpha \in \{L,R\}} \sum_{m=1,2} \sum_{k=1}^N \alpha_k \left[ V_{km,\alpha} H_{km} + V_{mk,\alpha} \dot{H}_{mk}(\dot{\alpha}_k + \dot{\alpha}_m) \right]
\]

(23)

\[
\vec{I}_{\text{eh}}^ {\text{e-p}} = \sum_{\alpha \in \{L,R\}} \sum_{l,k=1}^N \sum_{m=1,2} \alpha_l \left[ V_{lk,\alpha} H_{lk} + V_{kl,\alpha} \dot{H}_{lk}(\dot{\alpha}_k + \dot{\alpha}_m) \right]
\]

(24)

where

\[
\dot{H}_{mk} \equiv \dot{d}_m \dot{c}_k; \dot{H}_{km} \equiv \dot{c}_m \dot{d}_k \quad \text{and} \quad \dot{H}_{lk} \equiv \dot{c}_l \dot{c}_k
\]

(25)

In the alternative description analogous to the model (17), the terms \((\dot{\alpha}_k + \dot{\alpha}_m)\) associated with the incoming mode \(\alpha = i\) are replaced by classical time dependent fields. Note that the polaron transformation described by eqn (12)–(15) also renders \(D_{mk} \rightarrow D_{mk}^* \hat{X}_m; \quad D_{km} \rightarrow D_{km} \hat{X}_m\).

Actual calculations in models that involve the interactions (23) and (24) are quite involved, see for example ref. 195 and 196. Indeed the few theoretical descriptions of the manifestation of such electron transfer processes have so far relied on simple kinetic description of these processes.

4. Light emission from current carrying junctions

Light emission from tunneling junction has been known for a long time. Many observations are consistent with a picture of light emitted by junction plasmons that are excited by the tunneling electrons as the source of the observed emission. Light emission from junction plasmons or from the molecular component of biased molecular conduction junctions were recently presented. In the latter, light emission is seen to be kept in mind that such excitations can still be coupled to the junction plasmons. Several theoretical treatments of light emission from the molecular component of biased molecular conduction junctions were recently presented. Light emission from excited molecules in close proximity to a metal surface is usually a low yield process because of efficient competing non-radiative channels: energy and electron transfer to the metal. The efficiency of the latter can be made smaller by using a non-metallic conducting substrate or by separating the molecule(s) from the metal by an insulating, usually metal oxide, layer. Fig. 6 shows the first (to our knowledge) observation of such a process by Flaxer et al. while Fig. 7 demonstrates the power of this method as applied recently by Wu et al. The latter, light emission is seen to contain vibrational information (see ref. 226, 230 and 231 for similar observations) that can be probed with sub-molecular resolution.

Light emission from junction plasmons or from the molecular bridge can be pictured as resulting from excitation of the fluorescing species by the time dependent potential of the tunneling electron. Alternatively, within a non-interacting...
that interest is given by an expression similar to eqn (22), except described within the model (7)–(9), where now the flux of that it now takes place in a single molecule. As such, it can be that underlying the operation of a light emitting diode, except cule, as seen in panel C of Fig. 7. This mechanism is similar to create an excess electron population in the LUMO and excess electron model, the tunneling flux through the molecule can create an excess electron population in the LUMO and excess hole population in the HOMO, effectively exciting the mole-
cule, as seen in panel C of Fig. 7. This mechanism is similar to that underlying the operation of a light emitting diode, except that it now takes place in a single molecule. As such, it can be described within the model (7)–(9), where now the flux of interest is given by an expression similar to eqn (22), except that \( \Sigma^{(P)}_{\text{lim}} \) is replaced by \( \Sigma^{(P)}_{\text{in}} \) \( m = 1,2 \) – the self-energy associated with the coupling of the molecular 1–2 transition to the outgoing photons (eqn (38) of ref. 136). Interestingly, such calculations indicate that the emitted spectrum will depend on the bias potential (see Fig. 8) for the same reason as in Fig. 3, as the broadened molecular levels become partially populated.

To end this section, it should be noted that the theoretical treatments of light emission from tunneling junctions, whether plasmon or molecular based, suggest a bias threshold of \( V = h\nu_{\text{f}} / e \) for this process, where \( \nu_{\text{f}} \) is the frequency of the emitted photon with maximum intensity at \( V = \nu_{\text{f}} / e \) (plasmon frequency) or \( V = \nu_{\text{f}} / e \) (molecular resonance). While this agrees with most experimental observations as well as with our common view of the conceptually similar phenomenon of inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (where phonons replace photons as the bosonic degrees of freedom interacting with the tunneling electrons), there are some experimental indications that a non-linear process may take place as well. Thus, Berndt and coworkers\textsuperscript{242,243} as well as Dong \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{244,245} have observed above threshold emission, \( h\omega > eV \), from tunnel junctions, suggesting the possible involvement of 2-electron processes. So far there has been no full theoretical description of this phenomenon, however an attempt to describe it in terms of the non-linear effects of current fluctuations in the junction has been recently made\textsuperscript{246} based on a theory of non-linear junctions is intuitively expected, and has been clearly demonstrated in a recent experiment.\textsuperscript{248}

5. Raman scattering

As noted in the Introduction, optical spectroscopy of molecular conduction junctions lies at the juncture of the two contemporary fields: molecular electronics and molecular plasmonics. Raman scattering from molecular junction is a prime example. Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)\textsuperscript{15,21,249} is mainly caused by the local enhancement of the radiation field at rough features on certain noble metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{6,16,19,20} Recent observations of “giant” SERS\textsuperscript{250} have been attributed to molecules positioned in special “hotspots” characterized by particularly strong electromagnetic field enhancement. Such hotspots are often identified with narrow gaps between metal particles – essentially a nanojunction.\textsuperscript{23} In addition to the electromagnetic enhancement, SERS is affected also by first layer, “chemical” effects associated with electron
transfer between molecular and metal orbitals. This becomes particularly significant in molecular conduction junctions whose operation reflects directly such electron transfer. It has been suggested that electron motion through the molecule in metal–molecule–metal contacts will reduce the EM field enhancement and at the same time may open a new channel for Raman scattering. Such new channels may indeed be quantified as outlined below. More generally, considering that inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy is arguably the most important diagnostic tool available today for molecular conduction junctions, it should be obvious that SERS and SERRS (surface enhanced resonance Raman spectroscopy) can, in principle, provide the same type of information at potentially higher resolution and under different bias conditions. This has been the driving force for several recent efforts to introduce Raman scattering in such systems that have led, perhaps not surprisingly, to the observation of correlation between the Raman signal and the onset of molecular conduction. In addition to providing structural and dynamical information, the ratio between the Stokes and anti-Stokes components of the Raman signal can be used to monitor heating in the non-equilibrium junction.

The Raman temperature can be defined by

$$T_{\text{Raman}} = \frac{\hbar k_B}{\ln \left( \frac{J_{\omega_{\text{in}} - \omega_{\text{out}}}}{J_{\omega_{\text{in}} - \omega_{\text{out}}}} \right)}$$

Here $\nu_1$ and $\omega_1$ are the frequencies of the pumping mode and the molecular vibration and $J_{\nu_{\text{in}} - \nu_{\text{out}}}$ is the energy resolved Raman flux. Eqn (26) can be used as a measure for heating provided that other factors that can affect the Stokes–anti-Stokes ratio have been factored out. In the present context such effects can result from the frequency dependent electromagnetic enhancement associated with the underlying surface plasmon spectrum.

Theoretical discussion of Raman scattering from a biased molecular junction in the framework of the model (7)–(9) has been presented in ref. 195, 196, 266, 267 and 270. It is important to emphasize again that the molecule–radiation field coupling in these model calculations should reflect the properties of the local electromagnetic field at the molecular site as calculated in several recent publications. In contrast to the calculation of absorption and emission described above, Raman scattering cannot be associated with an intramolecular electronic current, so a relationship analogous to eqn (22) cannot be used. Instead we note that the Raman flux is a sum over final photon modes ($\omega \geq \omega'$) of outgoing fluxes which (to lowest order) are of 4th order in the interaction with the electromagnetic field: 2nd order in the interaction with the pumping mode and 2nd order with the final (accepting) mode. A general non-equilibrium expression for the net flux between the molecule and any photon mode $\omega$ is

$$J_{\omega}(t) \equiv -\frac{d}{dt} \langle \hat{a}_\omega^\dag(t) \hat{a}_\omega(t) \rangle$$

$$= - \int_{-\infty}^{t} \left[ \Pi_{\omega}^- (t, t') \mathcal{G}^- (t', t) + \mathcal{G}^- (t, t') \Pi_{\omega}^+ (t', t) \right]$$

(27)

$$- \Pi_{\omega}^- (t, t') \mathcal{G}^- (t', t') - \mathcal{G}^- (t, t') \Pi_{\omega}^+ (t', t') \right]$$

(28)

In eqn (27) and (28) $\Pi_{\omega}^\pm$ are the greater (lesser) projection of the molecular self-energy due to coupling to the radiation field mode $\omega$. The choice of sign reflects a notation by which fluxes into the (outgoing) mode are taken positive (which at the steady state (where $f(t, t') = f(t - t')$ for all functions in eqn (27)) takes the form

$$J_{\omega} = - \int_{-\infty}^{t} \left[ \Pi_{\omega}^- (-t) \mathcal{G}^- (t) - \Pi_{\omega}^+ (-t) \mathcal{G}^- (t) \right]$$

(29)

Here $F_{\omega}$ are the greater (lesser) projections of the free photon GF in mode $\omega$, which on the Keldysh contour takes the form

$$F_{\omega}(\tau, \tau') \equiv -i \langle \mathcal{T} \hat{a}_{\omega}^\dag(\tau) \hat{a}_{\omega}(\tau') \rangle$$

(30)

and $\mathcal{G}^- \equiv \langle 0 | \hat{a}_{\omega}^\dag \hat{a}_{\omega} | 0 \rangle \hat{\mathcal{D}}(\tau) \hat{X}(\tau) \hat{\mathcal{D}}(\tau') \hat{X}(\tau') \rangle$ (31)

where the molecular operators $\hat{D}$ and $\hat{X}$ are defined in eqn (11) and (15) respectively. In (30) and (31) $T$ is the time ordering operator on the Keldysh contour. Here and below we use $\tau$ to indicate real time variables, while $t$ is reserved for time variables on the Keldysh contour. Note that, in contrast to eqn (21) where $G_{\omega}^\pm$ represents single electron Green functions, the function $\mathcal{G}(\tau, \tau')$ and its projections are two-electron Green functions – correlation functions of the phonon-dressed molecular polarization operators.

Next, consider the steady state radiative flux, eqn (28), and note that the first and second terms on the r.h.s. correspond to fluxes out of and into the mode $\omega$. Focusing on the final (accepting) mode of the photon bath, $\omega = \omega'$, and on the out-scattering flux into this mode

$$J_{\omega} = \int_{-\infty}^{t} \left[ \Delta \Pi_{\omega}^- (-t) \mathcal{G}^- (t) \right]$$

(32)

we see that $\Pi_{\omega}^-$ is (to lowest order) 2nd order in the coupling between the molecule and this mode. Therefore the contribution of mode $\omega$ to the steady state Raman flux is obtained by expanding $\mathcal{G}^- (t)$ in the interaction with the pumping mode $i$, and replacing $\mathcal{G}^- (t)$ in (32) by the second order term in this expansion. This leads to the Raman flux $J_{\omega, \omega}$ as a sum of three contributions. A “normal” term, associated with a photon scattering process where the molecule starts and ends in the ground state, is the generalization to non-equilibrium of the standard resonance Raman scattering result. An “inverse Raman” term associated with the analogous process in which the molecule starts and ends in the excited state is appreciable only when the bias is high enough so as to have populations in both the HOMO and LUMO. The third term results from interference between these pathways. Explicit forms of these contributions are provided in ref. 196.

Some generic behavior patterns resulting from this model calculation are displayed in Fig. 9. Panel (a) shows the electronic current (full line, red) and the integrated Raman signal (dashed line, blue) plotted against the bias voltage. In this two-level model the onset of electric current signifies that
at least one of the levels becomes partially populated, which in turn reduces the optical response, in the present case the Raman scattering. However, as seen in panel (b), the anti-Stokes component of this scattering actually increases beyond the conduction threshold – a result of the excess heating experienced by the molecular bridge in this regime.

A measure of the heating experienced by the molecular bridge is given by the Raman temperature, eqn (26). In the non-equilibrium junction, identifying this measure as an actual temperature should be regarded with caution. For one thing, this measure can depend on the vibration involved in the particular Raman line considered – there is no a priori reason to expect that in the non-equilibrium junctions all vibrational modes will be heated to the same extent. More generally, different definitions of an effective temperature of non-equilibrium junctions can yield different “temperatures”. In our studies, we often invoke a thermometer-like definition: a certain location or a certain mode of a non-equilibrium system is weakly coupled to an equilibrium thermal bath, and the effective temperature of the former is defined as the temperature of the equilibrium bath for which no net heat current passes between the systems.274

An indication that such effective temperature concepts are not entirely meaningless is seen in Fig. 10, which shows that the effective temperature defined in this way and computed for our model is not very different from the Raman temperature computed for the same model. This calculation indicates that, at least in the model considered, the effective temperature concept provides a qualitatively meaningful, even if ill-defined, extension of the equilibrium temperature to the non-equilibrium regime.275 Still, exercising such procedures should be done with caution and with proper theoretical interpretation. A case in point is a recent measurement of the Raman

![Fig. 9](From ref. 281) The source-drain current and the total Raman flux (a) and the Stokes and anti-Stokes components of the Raman flux (b), computed from the model described in the text, plotted against the applied bias. The parameters used in the calculation are: \( \Gamma_{K,m} = 0.01 \text{ eV} (K = L,R \text{ and } m = 1,2), B = 0.01 \text{ eV}, \sigma_0 = 0.1 \text{ eV}, \gamma_o = 0.005 \text{ eV}, \gamma_1^{(e-v)} = 0.1 \text{ eV} \text{ and } \gamma_2^{(e-v)} = 0.1 \text{ eV} \). Other parameters are as in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 10](From ref. 280) The effective temperature obtained from the “thermometer definition” (full line, blue) and the Raman temperature (dashed line, red) plotted against the bias voltage. Parameters are as in Fig. 9, except that \( \gamma_1^{(e-v)} = 0.08 \text{ eV} \).

![Fig. 11](From ref. 264) The Raman temperature of the electronic background (blue squares, left axis), and the dissipated electrical power (red circles, right axis) plotted against the bias voltage in a bare junction with no molecular bridge and touching leads (upper panel) and in a junction comprising OPV3 molecules (lower panel). The insets show the corresponding current–voltage plots.
temperature of the electronic continuum observed in Raman scattering from junctions comprising molecular bridges and gold nanoelectrodes.\textsuperscript{264} Fig. 11 shows the measured Raman temperature as a function of the bias voltage in a bare junction and in a junction comprising three-ring oligophenylene vinylene (OPV3) molecules between the gold leads. Note that in the presence of the molecular separator the current and the dissipated electrical power are much smaller than in the bare junction, still the temperature rise is about the same in both cases. This indicates the dominant role of the molecular bridge in inducing the observed heating. It is natural to assign, as was done in ref. 264, the observed Raman temperature to heating of the electronic distributions in the leads. However, in a recent theoretical analysis\textsuperscript{266,267} we have found that (a) the observed effective temperature is considerably higher than an upper bound on the electronic heating in the leads, and (b) the observed heating reflects more the non-equilibrium electronic distribution in the molecular bridge than that in the metals.

As noted above, eqn (26) can be used as a measure for heating provided that other factors that can affect the Stokes–anti Stokes ratio have been factored out. In ref. 25, an observation of apparent cooling with bias has been attributed instead to the frequency dependence of the Stokes–anti Stokes ratio associated with an underlying plasmon resonance. Interestingly, theory indicates that cooling of certain vibrations may take place in voltage driven junctions\textsuperscript{276} but, again, caution must be exercised in applying the effective temperature concept in non-equilibrium situations when trying to confirm such predictions.

Finally, consider the “chemical” or charge transfer (CT) mechanism for SERS. Many studies have attempted to characterize the role played by CT in SERS from molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{21,22,252,277–285} A particularly simple model by Persson\textsuperscript{251} considers the light scattering signal resulting from the oscillating charge transfer dipole formed between an adsorbed molecule and the underline metal as evaluated within a Newns–Anderson type model.\textsuperscript{286} The dependence of this CT dipole on the molecular vibrational coordinate gives rise to the Raman component in the scattered radiation. We have recently extended this theory to a molecule confined between the two metal electrodes of a biased molecular junction.\textsuperscript{254} In this extension we note that the charge transfer dipole is partially suppressed by electronic screening inside the narrow confinement between metal electrodes. At the same time we have identified an additional contribution to the oscillating dipole – the dependence of the molecular permanent dipole on its charging state. The resulting chemical contribution provides an additional enhancement on top of the electromagnetic effect when resonance conditions are satisfied, namely when the photon bridges the gap between the molecular charging energy and the electrodes Fermi energies. It therefore depends, like this gap, in a predictable way on both the bias and gate potentials.

It should be kept in mind that this calculation does not address another issue, potentially important in junction configurations – the effect of charge transfer between the electrodes on the junction plasmonic response. A study of this effect within a fully quantum calculation of the optical response of a system comprising two nearly touching metal spheres has shown that electron tunneling between the spheres indeed affects their plasmon response properties.\textsuperscript{24,287} It remains to be seen how important is this effect for the small currents usually realized in molecular conduction junctions.

6. Concluding remarks

Characterizing and controlling molecular conduction junctions with light continues to be an exciting challenge. As a theoretical problem it requires the simultaneous treatment of electrical, optical and thermal response of a system open to matter and energy and driven by both electrical bias and optical filed(s). As an experimental task it is at least as formidable: observing a meaningful signal in a system of uncertain structure and multiple response and relaxation pathways, some of which are challenging the system’s physical integrity.

We note that the theoretical models used in discussing the phenomenology of optical phenomena in bias junctions are often simplified, and while making it possible to focus on the critical physical issues involved in the description of systems in both optical and electronic non-equilibrium, fall short of addressing the full complexity of systems that comprise large molecules between metal leads of unknown microscopic structure. In the treatment of such more realistic systems, it is tempting to consider simpler kinetic models based on the master equations. The model calculations based on the more rigorous NEGF approach provide benchmarks for assessing the validity of such simpler descriptions.

Despite these experimental and theoretical difficulties, this field has seen remarkable progress in the past decade, and the growing availability of scanning tip configurations that can combine optical and electrical probes suggests that further progress towards the goal of realizing molecular optoelectronics on the nanoscale is imminent. The rewards of a successful accomplishment of this goal are obvious.
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92 Related theoretical works on the effects of external radiation on molecular electron transfer in solution are not subjected to this shortcoming since metal electrodes are not involved. Such an effect was realized experimentally, although in a somewhat more involved setup than used in the preceding theoretical models.


174 It is interesting to note that this energy transfer interaction, which is usually disregarded in standard models of electronic conduction of nanojunctions, can sometimes have important effects on the transport properties of such systems even in the absence of light.\(^7\)


181 The derivation of eqn (21) relies on the macro-alpha approximation (i.e. the process $B$ is not mixed with other processes in the system; usually justifiable by timescale separation arguments) and on approximate treatments (e.g. the Condon approximation or low order perturbation theory) for non-quadratic interaction terms in the molecular Hamiltonian.

182 Eqn (21) is identical to eqn (40) of ref. 136, albeit with a different notation.

183 A general theory of the optical response of a molecule open to electron reservoirs under bias and during current flow is still under development. An obvious difficulty in describing non-equilibrium transport and optical scattering processes on the same footing is that the NEGF formalism, usually employed in descriptions of the non-equilibrium transport, deals with one-to-all transitions (sum over all possible final states for a given initial state) while optical processes are scattering processes with specified initial and final states. Identifying absorption with the flux (22) is valid for a weak near resonant incident field (consistent with the RWA approximation employed in eqn (9e)) where multi-photon processes can be disregarded, where the photon flux may be equivalently presented by the corresponding intra-molecular electron transitions. An alternative calculation that focuses directly on the photon flux has been presented in ref. 138.